Effect of driving experience on anticipatory look-ahead fixations in real curve driving
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Abstract

Anticipatory skills are a potential factor for novice drivers’ curve accidents. Behavioural data show that steering and speed regulation are affected by forward planning of the trajectory. When approaching a curve, the relevant visual information for online steering control and for planning is located at different eccentricities, creating a need to disengage the gaze from the guidance of steering to anticipatory look-ahead fixations over curves. With experience, peripheral vision can be increasingly used in the visual guidance of steering. This could leave experienced drivers more gaze time to invest on look-ahead fixations over curves, facilitating the trajectory planning.

Eighteen drivers (nine novices, nine experienced) drove an instrumented vehicle on a rural road four times in both directions. Their eye movements were analyzed in six curves. The trajectory of the car was modelled and divided to approach, entry and exit phases.

Experienced drivers spent less time on the road-ahead and more time on the look-ahead fixations over the curves. Look-ahead fixations were also more common in the approach than in the entry phase of the curve. The results suggest that with experience drivers allocate greater part of their visual attention to trajectory planning.
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1. Introduction

Young drivers have a higher risk of accidents in curves (Clarke et al., 2006; Adbel-Aty and Radwan, 2000). For young males, curve accidents are often loss of control accidents which involve excessive speed (Clarke et al., 2006; Laapotti and Keskinen, 1998). While excessive speed is often chosen deliberately, another contributing factor for curve accidents could be novice drivers’ poorer trajectory planning skills (choice of path and speed). In the current study, we study the effect of driving experience on look-ahead fixations over curves. Look-ahead fixations can be interpreted to serve trajectory planning by providing information on the future roadway and oncoming cars (Lehtonen et al., 2012, 2013).

1.1. Visual control of steering

In visually guided locomotion like driving, gaze is mostly toward the intended direction of locomotion, leading direction changes with a small preview time (e.g. Land and Lee, 1994; Imai et al., 2001; Bernardin et al., 2012; Vansteenkiste et al., 2013). In car driving, the visual preview in curves is typically approximately 2 s (Mars, 2008). In many steering models, this “looking where you are going” behaviour is interpreted as fixating on a steering point, e.g. the tangent point or some point on the future path (Salvucci and Gray, 2004; Wilkie et al. 2008; Boer, 1996; Land and Lee, 1994).

There are two main types of mechanisms proposed for the use of a steering point (for review, see Wann and Land, 2000; Steen et al., 2011; Lappi et al., 2013). The first type of mechanism proposes that the direction of the steering point or its change is used to adjust the steering (e.g. Land and Lee, 1994), as from the steering point it is possible to calculate the instantaneous curvature of the road. The second type of steering mechanism uses the retinal flow and active gaze to control the steering so that the driver will travel along a constantly curved path from the current location to the fixated steering point location (Wann and Swapp, 2000; Boer, 1996).

Because fixations towards the road ahead with a small anticipatory lead time are thought to guide steering, we call these guiding fixations. With this naming, we intentionally relate them to the guiding fixations reported in many well-learned visually guided manipulation tasks. In these tasks, gaze is mostly directed to objects or locations relevant for guidance of the current action (e.g. Land et al. 1999; Pelz and Canosa 2001; Hayhoe et al. 2003). This guidance of action is done typically in a just-in-time fashion (Ballard et al. 1995), which means that gaze is directed according to the immediate needs of the current task phase, leading motor action with a small time margin (<2 s).

There is empirical and modelling support for usage of multiple steering points at different preview distances. In two-level steering models (Donges, 1978, Land and Horwood, 1995; Salvucci and Gray, 2004; Frissen & Mars, 2013; for a critical view, see Cloete and Wallis, 2011) the steering mechanisms outlined earlier correspond to the guidance level of steering, which uses steering points in the far zone. In addition to the guidance level, there is the stabilizing level of steering, which utilizes steering points close to the car from the near zone. The stabilizing level of steering helps to maintain lane-position more accurately, and the guidance level is important for smoothness of steering (Land and Horwood 1995; Salvucci and Gray 2004). With experience, lane-keeping becomes possible with peripheral vision (Mourant and Rockwell, 1972; Summala, 1998; Summala et al., 1996) and thus most guiding fixations are directed toward the steering point in the far zone.
The steering models above are online control models, where current visual information is translated into the immediate steering response. However, online steering control is only part of the hierarchical control of the driving task (e.g. Michon, 1985; Summala, 1997). In the hierarchical control of actions, the higher levels set goals which are accomplished by a sequence of actions controlled by the lower levels (e.g. Cooper and Shallice, 2000; Grafton and Hamilton 2007; Land 2009).

1.2. Trajectory planning

In curve driving, trajectory planning can be thought as a control level superior to the guidance level of steering. Here, we used the term trajectory as a compound of path\(^1\) and speed, because the two are inherently linked to each other. For example, cutting a corner allows higher speed. In trajectory planning, a driver utilizes visual information of the curve and of other road users to perceive an affordance for locomotion. The roadway and other road users place both static and dynamic constraints for locomotion (Gibson and Crooks, 1938; Fajen and Warren, 2003: Summala, 2007), and a trajectory plan can be thought as a solution which can satisfy these constraints. Of course, a trajectory plan is also affected by the performance of the vehicle and skills and motives of the driver.

As the situation unfolds, the trajectory plan can be updated – for example when an oncoming car emerges – if necessary and sufficient attentional capacity and time is available. In other words, trajectory planning can be thought also as a process for anticipatory maintenance of safety margins or a safety zone (Gibson and Crooks, 1938; Summala, 2007). For example, by choosing a trajectory with a low enough speed drivers can increase their time-to-line crossing (Godthelp et al., 1984).

One of the functions of a trajectory plan is anticipatory adjustment of speed before entering a curve (Hassan and Sarhan, 2012; Cruzado and Donnell, 2010; Charlton, 2007; Shinar et al., 1980). Another is anticipation of other road users, especially oncoming cars (Muttart et al., 2013; Lehtonen et al., 2012), which constrain the choice of path and speed.

As superior to the guidance and stabilization level of steering (Donges, 1978; Salvucci and Gray, 2004), trajectory planning is able to preprogram motor actions and execute them even in the absence of continuous visual feedback. Cavallo et al. (1988) demonstrated that drivers are able to time the steering wheel rotation correctly even when the visual field was occluded 2 s before entering a curve. Furthermore, experienced drivers (>100 000 km) were able to match size of the steering wheel rotation correctly under occlusion, while novices underestimated the required rotation. Without occlusion, there was no difference between learner drivers and experienced, because visual feedback was available for online control of steering to complete the trajectory plan.

Trajectory planning needs visual information from the roadway and other road users. Anticipatory eye movements toward the direction of the curve in driving have been often reported (Cohen and Studach, 1977; Shinar et al., 1977; Land and Horwood, 1996; Lehtonen et al., 2012, 2013; Mars and Navarro, 2012; Muttart et al. 2013; cf. Marigold and Patla, 2007 for trajectory planning in walking). However, the definition of an anticipatory eye movement toward a curve has varied, and is problematic, because often the same fixations can support both guidance and trajectory planning.

\(^1\) For variation in choice of path in natural driving, see Spacek (2005).
While approaching a curve on a straight road, a fixation approximately straight ahead, toward the entry of the curve, can provide information for all three levels. In this case, the near zone is at relatively low eccentricity which makes it feasible to use peripheral vision for the stabilising level (Summala, 1998; Summala et al., 1996), and a steering point in the far zone can be monitored. Also, the entry point of the curve is in the same direction, which makes it possible to anticipate the right moment of the curve entry. However, the rest of the curve which carries essential visual information from the horizontal and vertical curvature is not visible foveally when looking straight ahead.

1.3. Look-ahead fixations over curves

In order to acquire accurate foveal information from the rest of the curve, drivers need to make an eccentric fixation toward the road further up, disengaging the gaze from the visual guidance of online control of steering. These fixations have been called look-ahead fixations (Lehtonen et al., 2013; Mars and Navarro, 2012), relating these fixations to the look-ahead fixations reported in visually guided sequential manipulations task, where look-ahead fixations are often done toward the objects or locations relevant to a future task phase, but gaze is quickly returned back to the guidance of the current task phase (e.g. Pelzand Canosa, 2001; Mennie et al., 2007).

In curve driving, look-ahead fixations could help to construct and update the trajectory plan. In particular, look-ahead fixations are unlikely to be driven by the visual requirements of guidance level of steering. The guidance level models posit that the steering is adjusted relative to the steering point with a 1–2 s preview time so that a vehicle will travel along a constantly curved path, maintaining the lane position (e.g. Land and Lee, 1994) or reaching the steering point (Wann and Swapp, 2000) depending on the model. If the steering point is selected too far along the road with variable curvature, the required steering cannot be approximated with constant curvature. This is especially prominent when approaching a curve on a straight road where a steering response must not be initiated during the straight segment when fixating a point further ahead in the curve. Similarly, this also applies when fixating beyond the curve during steering within a curve.

Because guiding fixations towards the far zone may also carry anticipatory information for trajectory planning, e.g. when approaching an entry of the curve on a straight segment, it is not always possible to completely distinguish the online control of steering and the trajectory planning at the level of the eye movements. However, it is possible to use eccentric look-ahead fixations over curves to quantify how much the drivers invest their gaze time solely on trajectory planning, and not on online control of steering. Dwell time on eccentric look-ahead fixations over curves could therefore be used as an index of trajectory planning.

As it is not entirely clear when a fixation is functionally a guiding or a look-ahead fixation, we will call all the fixations toward the road-ahead road ahead fixations. We will use the term look-ahead fixation for eccentric look-ahead fixations over curves.

1.4. Aims of the study

In this on-road study, we investigate look-ahead fixations when approaching and negotiating curves with an open view over the curve on a rural road. We use a model of the future trajectory to identify both the fixations toward the road-ahead and the eccentric look-ahead fixations over curves.
We expect that experienced drivers would spend more time on look-ahead fixations over curves. Experienced drivers, in general, anticipate traffic situations better than novices (Jackson et al., 2009; Underwood, 2007). Experienced drivers are also better able to use peripheral vision for steering (Summala et al., 1996), leaving them more time to disengage their gaze from the guiding fixations. Look-ahead fixations should also be more common in the approach phase compared to the entry phase, because visual demand of steering is higher within curves (Tsimhoni et al., 2001).

Some previous studies have already linked driving experience to anticipatory scanning in curves. Cohen and Studach (1977) found that experienced drivers make larger saccades than novices in left, but not in right curves. However, they studied only curves with limited visibility. In right-side drive, the sight distance in left curves is longer than in right curves. This suggests that experienced drivers could make larger anticipatory eye movement when there is an open view over the curve. More recently, Muttart et al. (2013) studied hazard anticipation in curves in a simulator and found that experienced drivers glanced more often to “the far extent” of the curve in curves to left. Their result also suggested that this visual anticipation was linked to anticipatory speed reduction and decreased crashes among experienced drivers.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Nineteen drivers participated in the experiment. All the drivers held valid driver’s licenses and had normal uncorrected vision or vision corrected with contact lenses. One novice driver’s data was left out of the analysis, because the driver could not comfortably operate a manual transmission. The other eighteen drivers were divided into two groups based on the driving experience.

Nine drivers were classified as novices (3 males, 6 females, age 18–33 years, M=24, SD=5). All of the novice drivers reported less than 5000 km of driving experience. 9 drivers were classified as experienced drivers (7 males, 2 females, age 23–30, M=26, SD=2). Of the experienced drivers, one reported driving experience between 20 000 and 30 000 km; four reported between 30 000 and 50 000 km; two reported between 50 000 and 100 000 km; and two reported between 200 000 and 500 000 km. Approximately 30 000 km of driving experience was decided as enough for being classified as an experienced driver, because after 30 000 km, drivers are able to use their peripheral vision effectively in maintenance of lane-position (Summala et al., 1996).

All the participants gave informed consent for participation of the study. Research settings were approved by the local ethical committee.

2.2. Equipment

The instrumented car was a Toyota Corolla compact sedan with a manual transmission (model year 2007). The car had a steering wheel on the left, as Finland has right side traffic. The car was equipped with a two-camera Smart Eye Pro 5.5 eye tracker (Smart Eye AB, Gothenburg, Sweden, www.smarteye.se) operating at 60 Hz, a forward-looking video camera and a GPS receiver. Yaw rate was recorded from the vehicle CAN bus, with a Highspeed ISO 11898 can reader operating 100 Hz. Packet contents were reverse engineered: yaw rate packets had an accuracy of 0.25 °/s with an update rate of at least 100 Hz.
2.3. Procedure
Participants were read instructions before the experiment, advising them to drive as they normally would, following traffic regulations. During the experiment the participant was accompanied by two researchers, one sitting beside the driver and one behind him. One of the researchers gave instructions, if necessary, to the driver, while the other monitored data collection. Interaction between researchers and the driver was avoided during the data collection.

Participants drove an 8.1 km segment of rural road four times in both directions. Car-following situations were avoided by waiting until there were no other vehicles visible before entering the road.

2.4. Curves
Recorded data was fitted to a common road representation using GPS coordinates. As a result, each data point could be supplied with a location on the road measured from the beginning of the road. Six horizontal curves were selected for further analysis (Fig. 1). Curves were on flat terrain, and had no substantial vertical curvature. During each run, each of the six curves was first driven from east to west, and the direction of the curves was to the left. After the turn-around point, the same six curves were driven from west to east, and the direction of the curves was then to the right. There were open fields to the south of the road, and therefore all the curves afforded a good view over the curve.

The curve entry, maximum yaw rate and exit points were algorithmically detected using the yaw rate of the car, detected individually for each driver and run. In the detection algorithm, the high frequency components of the yaw rate were first removed using second-order Savitzky-Golay filter with 2 s window. From the smoothed signal the peaks of the signal (zero values of the derivative, with absolute value of the yaw rate larger than 3 °/s) were recognized. The peak with the largest absolute value was assigned as the maximum yaw rate point of the curve. The entry point was defined as the last point before the peak point where the yaw rate was less than 1 °/s for at least 250 ms and its rate of change was less than 6 °/s (when coming from a straight segment) or where the signal crossed zero level (when coming from another curve). The curve exit point was similarly detected as the first point after the peak where the requirements were met.

The entry phase was defined as being between the entry and the maximum yaw rate points, and the exit phase between maximum yaw rate and exit points. In 4 curves a straight approach phase preceding the entry point was manually identified.

![Fig. 1. The curves analysed from the road Kytäjäntie, Hyvinkää, Finland (N60° 36.81' E24° 42.96').](image)
Fig. 2. Illustration of the central concepts for structuring the data. The figure shows the trajectory (line with arrow) of the vehicle (black box). Along the trajectory, there are the entry, maximum yaw rate and exit points of the curve. These points segment the trajectory to approach, entry and exit phases. The time-headway point with 2 s lead time (TH2) is also marked. From the driver’s point of view, the direction of these points define sectors later used for quantification of the gaze behaviour (road ahead, entry, exit, beyond sectors)

2.5. Eccentricity of points on the trajectory

2D approximation of the trajectory of the car along the road was calculated using speed and unsmoothed yaw rate data using the same method as in Lehtonen et al. (2013). Using the representation, we calculated the eccentricities of certain points on the trajectory at each point in time, relative to the car’s heading (see Fig. 2). These points included the maximum yaw rate point, the exit point and time headway points where the car would arrive within 1, 2, 3, and 4 s.
2.6. Fixation detection

The eye tracker was calibrated using the manufacturer's calibration procedure and designated points in the car. In such a setup it is difficult to define a priori what is “straight ahead”, so the origin of the gaze relative to the vehicle centreline was run-wise set to the mode of the 2D gaze distribution from straight road segments (cf. Ahlström et al., 2012). In the results we will refer to this straight ahead direction as the vehicle centreline direction. Locations of left and rear view mirror and the instrument panel were also individually determined from the 2D gaze distribution.

Fixations were detected using IV-T velocity-based detection algorithm (see Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000). The velocity threshold was set to be 0.8 times the standard deviation of intersample difference for eccentricity and 2.0 times the standard deviation for the declination. The method and criteria were chosen based on visual inspection of the detection results in order to include pursuit-like “fixations”. Eye tracking quality deteriorated when the gaze was very eccentric, which made detection of mirror and speedometer fixation unreliable. Therefore, all the segments of data points where the values were either less than 20 degrees below the origin or more than 35 degrees eccentric from the origin were identified as single fixations.

We also calculated where the direction of the fixation crossed the future trajectory on the road, using the method described in Lehtonen et al. (2013). With this method, it was possible to estimate the crossing of the vector representing the direction of a fixation and the road ahead (in vehicle centred frame of reference) in a 2D plane. Crossing estimates were used to identify fixations which were in the direction of the curve but not directed towards the road ahead.

2.7. Data processing

In the design, we had 864 trials (runs through a curve, 18 participants x 4 runs x 2 directions x 6 curves). The computers had power supply problems during two runs when driving westward. This lead to loss of 12 trials (2 x 6) of eye tracker data, and 6 trials (1 x 6) of other car data. From the remaining of 852 trials of eye tracker data 48 were excluded due to insufficient recording quality. All the curves had at least 2 trials from each participant, while most had all 4. Finally, there were 804 (93 %) trials available for eye tracking analyses and 858 (99 %) for car data analyses.

Most of the statistical analysis was done using mixed effect models, which allow incomplete data. Participant was modelled as a random effect, and curve as a random effect nested within a participant when a trial specific fixed continuous covariate (e.g. speed) was not used. Interactions of fixed effects were included based on log-likelihood and Bayesian Information Criteria. All the statistical analysis was done in R, using package nlme (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) for mixed effect modelling.

2.8. Parameterization of gaze behaviour

The majority of the fixations are close in eccentricity to the time-headway point with 2 s lead time (TH2) in all curve phases (Fig. 3). From Fig. 4 we can also see that median absolute deviations (i.e. 2

Based on the current data pursuit movements in relation to the movement of the vehicle have already been reported in Lappi and Lehtonen (2013).
half of the fixations) are within 3–4 degrees from the TH2, which is smallest among the different references. Therefore, we use the eccentricity of the TH2 as an estimate for the eccentricity of the majority of the fixations in the curves studied. When tested, there was no significant effect of run on the median deviation from TH2.

Fig. 3. Fixation eccentricities (median deviation) relative to the vehicle centreline and to different time-headway reference directions with 1, 2, 3, 4 s lead times (TH1–TH4). Median is calculated separately for each participant, curve, direction (left, right) and phase (approach, entry, exit). In the boxplots the hinges represent the first and third quartile, whiskers extend 1.5 * IQR of the hinge, and outliers are marked with dots.)
Single trial data in Fig. 4a characterizes typical gaze behaviour in curves. In the approach phase, fixations are mostly straight ahead but there are some eccentric fixations over the curve. Horizontal gaze eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline begins to increase toward the curve in the end of the approach phase leading the vehicle rotation. Eccentricity reaches its maximum in the second half of the entry phase, after which it begins to decrease, leading the decrease in the vehicle yaw rate.

From the drivers’ standpoint, the horizontal eccentricity of the maximum yaw rate point and the exit point on the future trajectory increase through the approach phase, reaching their maximum in the first half of the entry phase. After that, their eccentricities decrease. Eccentricity of the 2 s time headway point (TH2) naturally anticipates the direction changes of the vehicle. In the exit phase the direction of the exit point and all of the time headway points merge to a single direction. Consequently, in the exit phase it is not necessary to make eccentric fixations in order to see the end of the curve.

For the quantification of the distribution of gaze on the road, we defined the following sectors (see also Fig. 2) as dynamical areas of interest. The **road ahead sector** spanned 5 degrees to both directions from the TH2 direction (from Fig. 3 shows that more than 50 % of fixations being within 3 – 4 ° from TH2). The **entry sector** consists of fixations targeting the entry phase of the curve, defined as the visual sector between the road ahead sector and the direction of the maximum yaw rate point of the curve. In practise, the road ahead sector typically covers the entry phase, making it often impossible to distinguish the road ahead fixations from those targeting the entry of the curve. The **exit sector** extends between the maximum yaw rate point and the exit point, excluding fixations falling to the road ahead sector. The **beyond sector** extends from the exit point direction to infinity, but we required that a fixation must be toward the road ahead, requiring a valid crossing point along the future trajectory. Fixations which were targeting mirrors or the instrument panel were assigned to their own areas of interest.

Finally, we defined the **look-ahead fixations** over the curve to be fixations which originate from the curve approach or entry phases and fall either on the curve entry, exit or beyond sectors. In other words, they are more than 5 degrees away from the TH2 direction and target the road further ahead.

Horizontal eccentricities of fixations classified to different sectors were plotted against the location on the road (supplementary Figs 1–12). These figures alongside the density estimates (Fig. 6) confirmed that the road-ahead sector direction (within 5 degrees from time-headway with 2 s lead time, TH2) captured the main body of fixations.
3. Results

We begin the results section by describing the distribution of the fixations in different curve phases. Then we will proceed to analysis of road-ahead and look-ahead fixations. Finally, we present results related to the driving speed and steering.

3.1. Horizontal and vertical modes

We first wanted to investigate differences between curves, curve phases and driver groups in their guiding fixations, and evaluate how well the 2s time-headway direction can be used as an estimate for direction of the road-ahead fixations. In the following results, we have excluded the fixation to the dashboard and mirrors, because we are interested in the visual control of steering.

As an estimate for the direction of the majority of guiding fixations toward the road ahead, we calculated horizontal and vertical modes of the fixation eccentricity distributions using non-parametric density estimation, separately for each driver and curve. Runs were collapsed because the density estimation is less stable with small amount of data. We also compared the horizontal modes in vehicle centred and in 2s time-headway (TH2) centred coordinates.

We first tested the effect of experience, curve phase and curve direction on the vehicle centred horizontal modes, treating the individual curves as random variable. Experienced drivers’ modes (Fig. 5a) were more eccentric to the direction of the curve than novice drivers’ (F(1, 16)=9.242, p=0.008). The effect was most marked in the entry phase (experience x phase, F(2, 336)=3.974, p=0.020) and in right curves (experience x direction, F(2,336)=15.811, p<0.001).

In a similar analysis, experienced drivers’ vertical modes were higher than novice drivers’, with a marginal significance (F(1, 16)=4.392, p=0.052). Together, these results suggest that in curves the novice drivers look closer along the curve than the experienced drivers, albeit the difference is rather small. The vertical modes were lower in the entry phase than in the approach and exit phases (F(2,338)=117.569, p<0.001). Also, the vertical modes were lower in left curves compared to right curves (F(1,197)=101.023, p<.001), especially in entries of left curves (F(2,338)=6.334, p=0.002).

Further examination of the curvewise differences show that the speed of the curve is strongly correlated to the eccentricity of the horizontal modes in vehicle centred coordinates in curve
entries. We tested the modes in the curve entry phase using the speed at the maximum yaw rate point as a fixed covariate, with experience and curve direction as fixed effects. Effect of speed was significant (F(1,195)=179.376, p <0.001, beta = -1.19, SE=0.07). However, the effect of experience was also significant (F(1, 195)=11.171, p=0.004, beta=2.02, SE=0.84), indicating that the difference is not only due to the experience drivers having a higher speed (see the speed results). In entry of the right curves, the modes were more eccentric than in left curves (F(1, 195)=35.054, p<0.001), especially for experienced drivers (F(1,195)=5.164, p<0.024).

As 2s time-headway direction (TH2) is expressed in time, it also controls for the differences in driving speed. We repeated the above analysis using the horizontal mode values calculated in TH2 centred coordinates. In TH2 centred coordinates (Fig. 5b), the difference between the between experienced and novices was not significant (F(1,16)=1.816, p=0.196). However, the significant interaction of curve direction and experience (F(1,196)=9.824, p=0.002) indicates that experienced drives look slightly further along the trajectory in right-hand curves, even when controlling for the speed.

In summary, TH2 appears to estimate the direction of the road-ahead fixations well, even though in the curve entries, especially to the right, the experienced drivers look slightly further relative to the TH2. In right-side traffic with left-hand drive, visibility to the left is restricted by the vehicle A-frame, which may underlie why difference between driver groups is smaller in left curves.
Fig. 5. Horizontal and vertical modes in vehicle centred and 2 s time-headway direction (TH2) centred coordinates. a) Model predicted means over curves in vehicle centred coordinates, separately for experience group, curve phases and curve direction. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. b) Dependence of the vehicle centred horizontal mode (y-scale, positive values to left in left-hand curves and to right in right-hand curves) on the vehicle speed (x-scale). Modes are calculated from the entry phase, separately for each curve, direction, and participant, collapsing runs. Speed is the participant’s average speed at the maximum yaw rate point over the four runs through the curve, directions separately. c) Model predicted means over curves in TH2 centred coordinates, separately for experience group, curve phases, and curve direction. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. d) Dependence of the TH2. centred horizontal mode (y-scale, positive values to left in left-hand curves and to right in right-hand curves) on the vehicle speed (x-scale). Modes are calculated from the entry phase, separately for each curve, direction and participant, collapsing runs. Speed is the participant’s average speed at the maximum yaw rate point over the four runs.

3.2. Horizontal and vertical dispersion

Look-ahead fixations should result in larger horizontal dispersion. The above results show the TH2 reference direction is a good estimate for guiding fixations toward the road-ahead, effectively controlling speed differences, both between curves and driver groups. Consequently, we will use TH2 centred fixation eccentricities in the examination of horizontal dispersion.

From the TH2 centred data, we calculated the standard deviation of the horizontal eccentricities. The dispersion decreased linearly from the approach to exit phase (F(2, 338)=67.42, p < 0.001). Experienced drivers had larger dispersion with marginal significance (F(1, 16)=3.83, p=0.068). Curve direction and curve phase had a significant interaction (F(2, 338)=5.95, p=0.003), which shows that the decrease in horizontal deviation from approach to exit was larger in right curves compared to left curves. However, the density estimates suggest that the main difference between the novice and experience drivers could be in the tail of the distribution, consisting of the look-ahead fixations over the curve. These look-ahead fixations are often so few that the standard deviation may not be sensitive to differences in them.

Vertical dispersion was small after the fixations to the dashboard and mirrors were excluded. Experienced drivers had a larger dispersion but the effect was far from significant (p > 0.3). The only significant effect was the interaction of curve direction and curve phase (F(2, 338)=5.04, p=0.007), indicating increase of vertical dispersion in the exit phase of left curves. However, the effect is not very clear and can be due to geometrical differences in the curves. We also calculated the vertical dispersion with the fixations to dashboard and mirrors. In this case, in the entry phase where fixations to the dashboard are rare, the vertical dispersion was higher compared to the previous analysis without the fixations to the dashboard and mirrors. However, no robust experience related effects were found.
3.3. Road-ahead and look-ahead fixations

Table 1 shows the percentages of dwell time on road-ahead and look-ahead fixations. Entry, exit and beyond sectors are collapsed to a single look-ahead fixation category. As Fig. 6 demonstrates there is no large variation between curves in the distribution of fixation eccentricities relative to the 2 s time-headway direction. The road-ahead and look-ahead fixation percentages, especially, do not depend on speed or curvature of an individual curve (see supplementary Figs. 13 – 16). Experienced drivers had consistently higher proportion of look-ahead fixations and their variance is larger. Therefore, in the following analysis the curve was treated as a random factor.

Table 1. Average dwell time and standard deviation in different sectors and other areas of interest, for curve phases and directions. The look-ahead sector consists of entry, exit and beyond sectors. Percentages were first calculated separately for each driver and each run, then averaged.
Fig. 6 a). Density estimates of horizontal fixation eccentricity relative to the 2 s time headway point (TH2) separately for different curves, curve directions and phases. b) Density estimates of horizontal fixation eccentricity relative to the TH2 separately for novice vs. experienced drivers, curve directions and phases. Road-ahead sector (RA) is separated with dashed lines and the direction of look-ahead fixations (LAF) marked.
As there were very few clearly identifiable look-ahead fixations in the curve exit phase, we included only the approach and entry phases to the statistical model. Experienced drivers had a longer dwell time on the look-ahead sector \( F(1, 16)=8.05, p=0.01 \) (Fig. 7a). Interaction of curve direction and the entry phase was significant \( F(1, 1049)=31.80, p=0.001 \). In right curves the curve phases had a similar dwell time, but on the left curves dwell time was longer on the approach phase than in the entry phase. Overall, the look-ahead dwell time was longer on approach than in entry phases \( F(1, 1049)=37.20, <0.001 \) and longer on left curves than right curves \( F(1, 197)=5.33, p=0.022 \). There was also a significant decreasing linear trend with run \( F(3, 1049)=4.58, p=0.034 \, \text{from first run’s 14.4 % to last run’s 10.7 %} \).

Experience related difference in look-ahead dwell time can be due to either the number of fixations or the duration of fixations. There was not any substantial difference related to experience on fixation durations. The only significant difference was with curve phase \( F(1, 759)=12.94, p<0.001 \, \text{approach = 265 ms, entry = 242 ms} \) and curve direction \( F(1, 190)=10.04, p=0.002 \, \text{right = 241 ms, left = 266 ms} \). Experienced drivers had larger look-ahead fixation rate (number of look-ahead fixations per curve phase duration) \( F(1, 16)=8.63, p=0.010 \, \text{novices = 0.11 freq/s, experienced = 0.25 freq/s} \), especially in entry phases of the right curves \( F(1, 1049)=109.60, p<0.001 \). Also, the look-ahead fixation rate had a linearly decreasing trend over runs \( F(3, 1049)=6.13, p<0.004 \, \text{from first run’s 0.21 freq/s to last run’s 0.15 freq/s} \). Together, look-ahead fixation duration and rate measures indicate that differences in look-ahead dwell times are due to a fewer number of look-ahead fixations, rather than to their shorter duration.

Road-ahead dwell time results were largely opposite to the look-ahead dwell time results (Fig. 7b). Experienced drivers had shorter dwell times on the road ahead sector than novices \( F(1, 16)=4.76, p=0.044 \). Interaction of curve direction and curve phase was significant \( F(1, 1048)=14.05, p<0.001 \), indicating that in entry phase of the left curves, the road ahead sector was looked at markedly more. The main effect of curve phase \( F(1, 1048)=103.67, p <0.001 \) showed an increase of road ahead sector from approach to entry phase. Interestingly, there was also a significant interaction of curve phase and experience \( F(1, 1048)=6.41, p=0.011 \), showing that the experience related difference was more pronounced in the entry phase than approach phase. There was also significant increasing linear trend with run \( F(3, 1048)=2.76, p=0.041 \).
Fig. 7. a) Model predicted percentage of look-ahead dwell time in approach and entry phases, separately for left and right curves and novice and experienced drivers. 95% confidence intervals are marked. b) Model predicted percentage of road-ahead dwell time in approach and entry phases, separately for left and right curves and novice and experienced drivers. 95% confidence intervals are marked.
3.4. Origins of the look-ahead fixations

We also compared modes and standard deviations of the look-ahead fixation origin location distributions (Fig. 8) between curves. Modes and standard deviations were calculated for each curve, separately for novice and experienced driver groups. Considering the curves where both approach and entry phases were present, we see that the look-ahead fixations are done during both phases, but the mode of the origin location distributions are consistently near the entry point of the curve, for both groups \( r = 0.91 \). No significant difference between the groups in the modes or in the standard deviation was found when tested with a t-test.

![Figure 8](image)

**Fig. 8.** Look-ahead fixation origin locations relative to the curve entry point, separately for different curves, curve directions and experience groups. The curves which had no straight approach phase have been marked and no fixations from the approach are included.
3.5. Targets of look-ahead fixations

Density estimates as well as figures with fixations classified to different sectors (see supplementary material) suggest that in general, look-ahead fixations do not target any specific curve phase. Rather, their distribution appears to depend more on the eccentricity required to make them: look-ahead fixations with small eccentricity relative to the TH2 direction are more common than look-ahead fixations with high horizontal eccentricity (Fig. 6).

Eccentricity dependence is supported by an analysis of dwell time of fixations targeting the exit and beyond sectors in approach and entry phases: due to different road geometry, the eccentricity of the maximum yaw rate point is different in different curves. We modelled the effect of a curve using the eccentricity of the maximum yaw rate point in the entry point as a covariate. (In this case, the curve was not included as a random factor.) We found that the eccentricity of the maximum yaw rate at the entry point strongly predicted dwell time of fixations toward the exit and beyond phases of the curve (slope=-0.48, SE=0.10, F(1, 322)=24.541, p<0.001) (Fig. 9). In the model, effect of experience was also significant, novices having smaller dwell time over the maximum yaw rate point (F(1,16)=8.511, p=0.010).

Fig. 9. Percentage of look-ahead fixations over the maximum yaw rate point (exit and beyond sectors) as a function of the average horizontal eccentricity of the maximum yaw rate point at the curve entry point. The approach and entry phases were collapsed. Each point is the average of values within each curve, separately for novice and experienced drivers. Fixations from the approach and entry phases were collapsed.
3.6. Steering and speed

Steering performance was quantified in the entry and exit phases as the high frequency component of the yaw rate signal. We subtracted the smoothed yaw rate used in the curve phase detection (2nd order Savitzky-Golay with 2 s window) from the yaw rate signal. Average deviation (average of absolute differences) was used as a measure for smoothness, and is used to quantize the high-frequency fluctuation of the yaw rate (the smaller the smoother).

Novice drivers’ steering was less smooth in the exit phase of the right curves (phase x direction x experience $F(1, 1496)=11.405, p < 0.001, M=0.36 °/s, SD=0.11$ vs. $M=0.28 °/s, SD=0.08$, Cohen’s $d=0.84$), but otherwise there were no differences in steering smoothness.

Speed was calculated at curve entry, maximum yaw rate and exit points (Fig. 10). Overall, novices drove slower than experienced drivers ($F(1, 16)=4.881, p=0.042$). Speed increased linearly with every run ($F(3, 2343)=50.959, p<0.001$), and the increase was more marked with novice drivers (experience x run, $F(3, 2343)=4.826, p=0.002$). Regarding the curve measurement points, experienced drivers’ exit point speed was, but novice drivers’ was not, significantly higher than their maximum yaw rate speed (location x experience $F(2, 2343)=20.453, p< 0.001$).

We also calculated the speeds 2, 4 and 6 s before the curve entry point in order to investigate whether the experienced drivers slow down in anticipatory fashion before the curve entry point. We found no significant difference between novice and experienced drivers in the change of speed between any of these locations and the entry point.

Fig. 10. Model predicted speeds at the curve entry, maximum yaw rate and exit points, separately for experience groups. 95 % confidence intervals are marked.
4. Discussion

When steering a vehicle in curves on rural road, drivers look mostly toward the road-ahead with a small anticipatory preview (e.g. Land and Lee, 1994; Mars, 2008; Lappi et al., 2013). This gaze behaviour is predicted by many current steering models, which are based on the assumption that drivers foveally monitor a steering point (Wann and Land, 2000) for online control of steering and use peripheral vision to support lane-keeping (e.g. Salvucci and Gray, 2004; Summala et al., 1996; Mourant and Rockwell, 1972).

We postulated that there is also a higher control level of trajectory planning, which can influence steering (Cavallo et al., 1988) and speed choice (e.g. Charlton, 2007; Cruzado and Donnell, 2009). On a straight road, visual information for planning the trajectory can be partly obtained from the same road-ahead direction, for example from the entry of the curve, while the road further up in the curve is so eccentric that drivers need to make eccentric look-ahead fixations away from the steering point in order to foveate it (Lehtonen et al. 2012, 2013; Mars and Navarro 2012). During these look-ahead fixations, foveal vision is disengaged from the visual guidance of online steering control, and presumably used for constructing and updating the trajectory plan. Therefore look-ahead fixation dwell time can be used as an index of trajectory planning.

In the present on-road study we investigated the effect of driving experience on allocation of gaze between the road-ahead and look-ahead fixations when approaching and negotiating curves with an open view over the curve on a rural road. We identified fixations which were less than 5 degrees from the 2 s time-headway direction as road-ahead fixations. These road-ahead fixations should contain the guiding fixations serving the online control of steering. Fixations which were more eccentric and targeting the road further ahead were identified as look-ahead fixations, serving the trajectory planning rather than the online control of steering.

We observed look-ahead fixations both in the approach and entry phases of the curves. In the exit phase, look-ahead fixations were very few because most of the road is visible in the direction of locomotion. Look-ahead fixation dwell time was longer in the approach than in the entry phase. An opposite pattern was found for road-ahead dwell time. This probably reflects the visual demands of online control of steering. When negotiating a curve, visual demand of steering control is higher than when approaching a curve on a straight road (Tsimhoni et al., 2001). Because online steering control has a higher priority than trajectory planning in the control of driving, it is prioritized in gaze allocation (Recarte and Nunes, 2003).

The above interpretation is consistent with the recent result by Mars and Navarro (2012) who demonstrated that when the need to actively steer was removed in a simulator, look-ahead fixations increased. Removal of active steering could be interpreted to reduce visual demand of the guidance and stabilising levels of steering, making it possible to allocate visual attention to trajectory planning. Similarly, Mennie et al. (2007) suggested that look-ahead fixations in a sequential manipulation task were most typical when the completion of the current phase did not require visual guidance.

We also found that dwell time on look-ahead fixations was longer in right-hand curves, where the vehicle A-frame is not occluding the curve further ahead. This suggests that visibility in general is probably a factor affecting the look-ahead fixations.

Compared to novices, experienced drivers had shorter road-ahead dwell time both when approaching and entering curves even though they drove faster than novices. Therefore, the
current results corroborate the results by Summala (1998) and Summala et al. (1996) that experienced drivers are better able to use their peripheral vision for steering control. Furthermore, the experienced drivers had longer look-ahead fixation dwell time than novices. The effect was due to novice drivers’ fewer number of look-ahead fixations per second.

The results are in accordance with the interpretation that look-ahead fixations over curves serve trajectory planning. Eccentric look-ahead fixations are cognitively costly (Wickens et al., 2009; Lehtonen et al., 2013) and are unlikely to be performed without a purpose. Experienced drivers are considered better in their anticipation skills (Jackson et al., 2009; Underwood, 2007), and thus it is reasonable to suppose that this also applies to the trajectory planning. More complex trajectory planning creates a greater demand for visual information from the future road, resulting in more frequent look-ahead fixations. Simultaneously, experienced drivers’ better ability to utilize peripheral vision for steering (Summala et al., 1996) leaves them more free gaze time to invest on the trajectory planning.

Further support for the link between trajectory planning and look-ahead fixations comes from the effect of run on the look-ahead fixations. Look-ahead fixation dwell time had a significant linearly decreasing trend over runs. This suggests that drivers could be creating a mental model of the environment. In other words, drivers need less visual guidance for their trajectory planning if the previous memorized plans are to be utilized. On the other hand, decrease in look-ahead fixations can be due to increasing speed over runs, which probably increased the visual demand of steering, or due to fatigue.

In the current naturalistic study it is difficult to directly evaluate experienced and novice drivers’ trajectory plans. If the trajectory plan is wrong, the problems manifest typically after entering the curve. The experienced drivers had significantly smoother yaw rate in the exit phase in the left curves. Also, the experienced drivers accelerated faster during the exit phase of the curve, which was interpreted as more forward oriented driving and is linked to better planning.

The simulator experiment by Muttart et al. (2013) showed that experienced drivers had a larger speed drop when approaching a sharp curve, which could be interpreted to indicate more anticipatory speed regulation due to better trajectory planning skills. In the current study, there were no differences in anticipatory speed regulation between novices and experienced drivers. It is possible that because all the curves had an open view over the curve (including the curves without a straight approach phase), the drivers started to adapt their speed even before the 6 s we investigated. Also, it is possible that the speed limit (70 km/h, which drivers typically respected) was so low that there was little need to brake before the entry phase.

A limitation of the current naturalistic study is that it was not feasible to distinguish between anticipation of road geometry and oncoming cars. Previous studies have shown that look-ahead fixations occur also when there are no other road users (Lehtonen et al., 2012, 2013), and anticipatory eye movements in curves may help to avoid crashes (Muttart et al., 2013).

Modes of the fixations’ horizontal and vertical eccentricity distributions suggest that novice drivers concentrate their guiding fixations slightly closer along the road than experienced drivers while driving in curves. Such interpretation is in-line with Mourant and Rockwell’s (1972) controversial finding (see Falkmer and Gregersen, 2005) that novices look closer. However, the difference is mainly due to the horizontal component and largely disappears if the speed is controlled using eccentricity of the 2s time-headway point as the reference. This result is consistent with the future path models (Wann and Swapp, 2000; Wilkie et al., 2008) and in accordance with the hypothesis of
visual buffer of 1–2 s (Land and Furneaux, 1997; Mars, 2008; Vansteenkiste et al., 2013).

We did not find any significant difference in the vertical variability of the fixations’ eccentricities, which would have indicated that novice drivers more often foveated the near zone (cf. Summala et al., 1996). We excluded fixations to the instrument panel and to the mirrors, which may explain the discrepancy of the vertical dispersion results to those found by Crundall and Underwood (1998). As such, the current results do not suggest that novice drivers (< 5000 km) would use their foveal gaze for control of the stabilizing level of steering, e.g. the lane-position.

The horizontal eccentricity distributions of fixations were highly similar across curves, even though the eccentricity of the curve exit point of the trajectory varied strongly between curves. There were fewer fixations for higher eccentricities. This is consistent with suggestions that larger shifts in attentional focus involve higher cognitive cost, explaining why they are executed less often (Wickens et al., 2009). However, in curve C12 where the exit point was located at a small eccentricity, the look-ahead fixations appeared to concentrate near the direction of the exit point (see supplementary Figs. 1 – 12). Horizontal dispersion measure reflected look-ahead dwell time results, suggesting that look-ahead fixations over curves are one component of larger horizontal variability often linked to experienced drivers (Mourant and Rockwell, 1972; Falkmer and Gregersen, 2005).

Overall, the difference between the novices and experienced drivers on look-ahead fixation behaviour appeared to be more in the quantity than in quality. However, the difference in the level of experience is not very large between the groups we studied, and it is possible that pattern of look-ahead fixations would be substantially different for learner drivers and expert drivers. For example, professional race drivers need to make complex and detailed trajectory plans in order to minimise their lap times. Land and Tatler (2001) studied eye movement of a professional formula driver on a track, and found that the driver typically fixated very far, through the curves. It is possible that for such a driver the online steering control is almost completely peripheralized and trajectory planning on a race circuit is largely memory based.

4.1. Automatization, attention and look-ahead fixations

The effect of driving experience on look-ahead fixations can be explained from the perspective of automatization. When the online control of steering becomes more automatized, it requires less attention (Fitts and Posner, 1967; Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977; Horrey et al., 2006). Consequently, spare attention can be allocated to higher levels of the task, including trajectory planning. This change is reflected in the eye movements as increasing look-ahead fixations. In other words, the eye movements become more future oriented (cf. Sailer et al., 2005). Similarly, when the steering task itself is easier, e.g. due to road geometry (Tsimhoni et al., 2001) or automatic steering (Mars and Navarro, 2012), spare attention can be invested to look-ahead fixations.

However, such interpretation treats attention as a unitary resource which is shared between components of the task (the modal view of attention, Logan, 1988). It does not recognize that there can be multiple, parallel resources available for the driver (Horrey et al., 2006; Wickens et al., 2009). For a complete explanation, it would be necessary to differentiate between peripheral and foveal visual processing demands at the different levels of steering, and also examine executive functions which are likely needed for shifts of attention between look-ahead and guiding fixations (Lehtonen et al., 2012).
4.2. Trajectory planning and road safety

The road environment and other road users create both static and dynamic constraints (goals that need to be fulfilled or obstacles that need to be avoided) for locomotion (Gibson and Crooks, 1938; Fajen and Warren, 2003; Summala, 2007). Trajectory planning can be seen as process of satisfying these constraints. Drivers have goals and motives which push the driver to choose trajectories which are fast and smooth enough (Summala, 2007), which can be also seen as soft constraints for the trajectory plan, compared to hard constraints such road edges and other road users. When trajectory planning skills are not well developed, motives like a desire for a high speed, may be given too much weight in decisions because the environmental constraints are not correctly recognized. Therefore novice drivers’ poorer trajectory planning skills can be a contributing factor for single vehicle accidents in curves.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C1 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 2. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C1 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 3. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C3 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 4. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C3 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 5. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centerline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C6 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 6. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C6 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 7. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C9 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 8. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C9 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
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Supplementary Figure 9. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C12 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 10. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C12 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 11. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C14 to left (up). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 12. Fixations with their origin location (x-scale) and eccentricity relative to the vehicle centreline (y-scale) with a classification (colour and shape), for experience groups (novices, experienced) at curve C14 to right (down). Fixations to road ahead, entry, exit and beyond sectors target the road. Other fixations include those to instrument panels, mirrors, and the scenery. Fixations in different sectors may mix due to differences in individual driving lines, which affect sector boundaries. Distribution of entry, max yaw rate and exit points are marked with vertical lines.
Supplementary Figure 13. Boxplots of road-ahead dwell time percentages on different curves, for curve phases (approach, entry) and driver groups (novices, experienced). Not all curves have an approach phase.
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Supplementary Figure 14. Boxplots of look-ahead dwell time on different curves, for curve phases (approach, entry) and driver groups (novices, experienced). Not all curves have an approach phase.
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Supplementary Figure 15. Boxplots of vehicle speed at the maximum yaw rate point, for curves and driver groups (novices, experienced).
Supplementary Figure 16. Boxplot of the radius of vehicle trajectory at the curve yaw max point, for driver groups (novices, experienced). Radius is calculated by dividing the velocity by the yaw rate at the curve maximum yaw rate point.